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Background 
Pursuant to Decision D.18-01-004, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) held its semi-
annual third-party solicitation process workshop on February 7, 2020 to allow for informal discussion 
and problem-solving among stakeholders about the progress of the solicitations. Participants included 
members from the Procurement Review Group (PRG), Independent Evaluators (IE), CPUC Energy 
Division Staff, and members from the bidder community. 
 
Throughout the workshop, participants submitted questions through an online platform. In all, eighty-
nine questions and comments were submitted. Given time constraints, not all the questions were 
addressed during the workshop. This document provides written responses to those questions 
addressed in the workshop, as well as a follow-up on those questions that were not answered during 
the webinar. Where possible, similar questions were grouped together.  
 
Full materials from the February 7 is available on the California Energy Efficiency Coordinating 
Committee (CAEECC) website. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact Scott Kjorlien, Senior Regulatory Analyst, at 
scott.kjorlien@cpuc.ca.gov. 

Q&A 
Investor-Owned Utility (IOU) Responses 
Are PAs planning to submit separate advice letters to minimize impacts of protests that may 
not apply to all topics in ALs if multiple topics are included? 

SCE: After contract execution, SCE will identify those contracts that may be 
appropriate to batch together or, alternatively, would be more appropriate for 
individual advice letters. 

PGE: Energy Division provided guidance to submit Advice Letters grouped by 
sector.  PG&E generally plans to adopt this structure but will consider the individual 
attributes of each contract when determining if submitting individually seems more 
appropriate. 

SCG: Energy Division has requested that Advice Letters be grouped by sector. We 
will follow this guidance to the extent possible but may file separate Advice Letters 
if warranted. 

SDGE: SDG&E will follow the guidance provided by the Energy Division, which 
is to group by sector.  However, we may file separate advice letters if required based 
on timing of solicitations and contract development. 

How have the budget and goal changes impacted your anticipated portfolios? 

SCE: The changes to SCE's budget is a reflection of the changes adopted as a result 
of the Potential & Goals study.      

PGE: The changes to PG&E's budget is a reflection of the changes adopted as a 
result of the Potential & Goals study. These reductions were not taken lightly and 
have been communicated to bidders. 

https://www.caeecc.org/third-party-solicitation-process
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SCG: SoCalGas views the CPUC Goals as a minimum threshold and anticipates 
utilizing its full available budget every year. 

SDGE: SDG&E monitors the potential studies closely.  SDG&E's portfolio is 
carefully designed to account for changes and rationale is provided in each ABAL 
filing. 

What is the timing for RFA feedback? 

SCE: At the conclusion of the RFA and RFP stage, SCE will commit to providing 
non-advancing market participants high-level feedback.  At the conclusion of RFP's 
and after contract execution, SCE will offer market participants the opportunity to 
participate in a "workshop" focused on lessons learned and share aggregated 
solicitation feedback. 

PGE: In all future solicitations, PG&E will provide non-advancing participants 
high-level feedback at the end of the RFA stage and after contract execution 
following the RFP stage. PG&E will offer solicitation participants the opportunity 
to participate in a "workshop" focused on lessons learned and share aggregated 
solicitation feedback. 

SCG: RFA Feedback will be provided starting with SoCalGas' new solicitations 
launching in February 2020. 

SDGE: SDG&E intends to begin providing feedback immediately in the current 
RFA process, and to be more consistent in upcoming solicitations. 

Can the IOUs commit for future solicitations to provide a measure pick list (as PG&E 
provided) in order to provide consistency in CET submissions? 

SCE: SCE does not intend to provide an individual pick list.  The Energy Division 
updates the READi/DEER list as a central source.  Bidders should design the 
program utilizing the full list available on READi/DEER, not with a subset or 
perceived 'proposed' measure picklist provided by the IOU.  

PGE: PG&E currently provides a measure pick list to bidders. 

SCG: SoCalGas does not intend to provide an individual pick list.  The Energy 
Division updates the READi/DEER list as a central source.  Bidders should design 
the program utilizing the full list available on READi/DEER, not with a subset or 
perceived 'proposed' measure picklist provided by the IOU.  

SDGE: SDG&E does not intend to provide an individual pick list.  The Energy 
Division updates the READi/DEER list as a central source.  Bidders should design 
the program utilizing the full list available on READi/DEER, not with a subset or 
perceived 'proposed' measure picklist provided by the IOU.  

What percentage of abstracts were moved to RFP and what percentage of proposals were 
moved into negotiations? 

SCE: SCE will not be able to provide the anticipated number of contracts that will 
be executed prior to or during a solicitation.  SCE may be able to provide this data 
at the conclusion of the RFP and after contract execution. 
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PGE: PG&E will provide metrics on concluded RFAs now and provide additional 
metrics after contract execution following an RFP. 

SCG: SoCalGas will not be able to provide the anticipated number of contracts that 
will be executed prior to or during a solicitation.  SoCalGas may be able to provide 
this data at the conclusion of the RFP and after contract execution. 

SDGE: SDG&E will not be able to provide the anticipated number of contracts 
that will be executed prior to or during a solicitation.  SDG&E may be able to 
provide this data at the conclusion of the RFP and after contract execution. 

SCE lists cost efficiency as a metric in addition to cost effectiveness. Is this a CPUC 
mandated metric? why is this important when TRC is all what matters 

SCE: Cost-efficiency in not a CPUC mandated metric.  SCE prefers offers that have 
a low dollar cost per net kWh ($/kWh) savings generated from specific program 
implementation. 

The Public Sector 3P program’s in SDG&E territory won’t be available until after current 
LGP contracts end. Is there a plan to bridge the gap in services? 

SDGE: SDG&E does not anticipate a gap in service for this Public LG sector as 
SDG&E will still provide ample support services utilizing assigned A/Es, Program 
& Engineering support, plus whatever statewide programs that become available 
and will offer additional support until such time that the solicitation for this sector 
is complete and a new program is operational. 

Re: RFA/RFP Challenges – can we have a consistent format from each IOU and consistent 
format between RFA and RFP? Preferably not in Excel. 

SCE: SCE utilizes a combination of excel and word templates for bidders to respond 
to RFA's and RFP's to allow for efficiencies in data collection and processing into 
SCE's solicitation systems/processes.  Each IOUs format and processes are a 
reflection of the individual IOU's strategy.  

PGE: PG&E will continually look for areas to improve the clarity and ease of use 
of solicitation documents.  This includes the judicious use of both Word and Excel 
based formats.  The use of some Excel templates and formats facilitates the 
automated aggregation of data from large numbers of submissions quickly.  
Removing them would require adding additional time to consolidate and analyze 
submissions. 

SCG: SoCalGas is continuously looking at ways to improve the RFA and RFP 
format and templates.  Improvements will be incorporated when possible including 
more alignment between RFAs and RFPs. 

SDGE: SDG&E continues to work to improve clarity and ease of documentation.  
Strategy and approach for each IOU is different and changing the documents at this 
time will impact that.  

How successful do you feel the solicitation process has been? 

SCE: SCE believes the solicitation process has been successful as new market 
opportunities are being identified and established for 3rd Party implementers.   
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PGE: PG&E believes the solicitation process has been successful and is well 
positioned to progress beyond the 40% outsourcing milestone this year. 

SCG: SoCalGas is working diligently to meet its compliance requirements 
established by the CPUC.  Success will be measured when we meet those 
requirements as well as SoCalGas' Business Plan goals. 

SDGE: SDG&E is working as efficiently as possible within the solicitation process 
and requirements.  We do feel that we have reached important milestones in early 
2020 and that we are positioned well at this point to meet our June 30, 2020 
compliance requirements. 

Is the SW CA/DOC RFA going to be in one solicitation or will SOC be separate from DOC? 

PGE: While the RFA/RFP format is in early development, these would likely be 
run in tandem in a single process similar to other PG&E solicitations. 

CET revision request from PG&E in Phase 1 of Stage 3 included massive changes in 
budgets & goals impacting design. How do we control for changes mid-solicitation? 

PGE: Unexpected world events will always occur, and the solicitation process must 
appropriately adapt. Shortening the overall solicitation process would help reduce 
the risk mid-process changes.  

Can someone on the panel provide guidance on how a 3rd Party Implementer can bring new 
innovative deemed measures all while being compliant? 

Advancing novel innovative ideas through an established and technically rigorous 
process is understandably challenging and we should recognize that change is not 
likely instant.  Innovation can also be demonstrated on more levels than just 
technology - such as customer approach, targeting, risk sharing in business model, 
etc. 

Fuel-substitution wasn't on radar in SoCalGas business plan, how have RFAs/RFPS been 
updated to account for the fuel-switch potential and impact to your IOU? 

The IOUs' solicitation documents have been updated to reflect Fuel-Substitution 
policy changes adopted by the CPUC. 

For PG&E, when do you anticipate the second phase of the 2-stage negotiations will begin? 
And when do you anticipate contract signature? 

PGE: Given the large size of PG&E's multi-sector solicitation, negotiations will be 
clustered into like-program cohorts and proceed in waves.  Notifications have been 
sent to all bidders indicating where their program(s) stand in terms of negotiation 
priority and timing.  

The original PG&E solicitation schedule forecasted Wave 1 to launch in Q3 2019. Why 
should we expect this new schedule to be accurate? 

PGE: Several unplanned events occurred last fall that severely impacted PG&E's 
ability to launch negotiations as originally planned.  The accuracy and overall level 
of confidence observed in CET data provided by bidders in the RFP caused PG&E 
to re-engage with bidders directly over CET inputs and assumptions.  This 
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additional review was not part of the original schedule and delayed the start of 
contract negotiations.  Additionally, the numerous Public Safety Power Shutoffs 
activated within PG&E territory during the 2019 wildfire season had a significant 
impact to PG&E operations. 

What on earth is happening with the SW NC RFP? You are months behind your schedule. 

PGE: The numerous Public Safety Power Shutoffs activated within PG&E territory 
during the 2019 wildfire season had a significant impact to PG&E operations with 
mission critical public safety activities taking priority.  PG&E has prioritized 
focusing its limited resources to maintain progress of the multi-sector solicitation 
towards contract approval and meeting its June 30th deadline for meeting 25% 
outsourcing compliance target over launching new solicitations to market.  That 
said, PG&E is in final stages of RFP review and plans to launch the SW New 
Construction RFP in the coming months. 

Does PG&E now expect all Wave 1 and Wave 2 negotiations to launch in January 2021 or 
will they launch when contracts are signed and advice letters are approved? 

PGE: Programs resulting from wave 1 & 2 negotiations will likely be executed and 
submitted in Advice Letters in Q2 and Q3 of 2020.  The Advice Letter approval 
process can take up to 90 days to complete and upon advice letter approval the 
Implementer has 60 days to draft and submit for comment a Program 
Implementation Plan prior to program launch. The ultimate timing of Advice Letter 
approval is out of PG&E's control, however, the January 2021 timeframe 
mentioned seems to make for a logical target. 

Re: IOU solicitation process too long (15 months). Bid is stale by time of contract award. 
Have IOU’s considered compressing schedule to < 9 months? 

The IOUs will continually look for areas to improve the solicitation process and 
reduce the level of effort required of all parties to participate in, administer, and 
oversee alike. 

The joint solicitation schedule available on CAEEC & each IOU's website have been 
inconsistent and outdated. Can these be updated regularly to match reality? 

The IOUs hope to provide accurate and timeline information with the new Dynamic 
Solicitation Schedule.  The final, live version is available at:  
https://www.sdge.com/node/11676 

Is it safe to say that on solicitations, the administering utility ultimately makes the bid 
selection, but takes PRG feedback into account when deciding? 

Yes 

I think it was SCG who directed bidders not to bother with innovative measures. Do other 
IOUs agree? Will bids be scored on innovation based on measures at all? 

Advancing novel innovative ideas through an established and technically rigorous 
process is understandably challenging and we should recognize that change is not 
likely instant.  Innovation can also be demonstrated on more levels than just 
technology - such as customer approach, targeting, risk sharing in business model, 
etc. 

https://www.sdge.com/node/11676
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Can IOU solicitations give preference to CA businesses, as EPIC can? 

IOUs, as Program Administrators, develop scoring categories, and these must not 
conflict with CPUC decisions. There currently is no CPUC decision that speaks to 
third party contracting preference to California Businesses. 

California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) Energy Division (ED) Responses 
Do the CPUC and IOUs understand the cost incurred by bidders resulting from the 
continued delays and lack of transparency in the solicitation process? 

Yes, the CPUC recognizes that delays impact the bidder community. We are 
working with the IOUs to provide more transparency in the process and improve 
the process based on lessons learned. 

How successful do you feel the solicitation process has been? 

Implementing any new process that coordinates so many different stakeholders is 
expected to have its challenges. CPUC ED staff appreciates the level of stakeholder 
engagement and interest, and believes continued feedback and communication is 
essential in order to continually improve the process and meet third-party 
procurement goals. 

I would urge the PUC to strongly consider a motion to remove the RFA stage of future 
solicitations. It has yielded little innovation (per today's feedback), increased costs for all, 
confused bidders, reduced transparency in communications, and slowed the whole process - 
for little apparent gain. 

CPUC has noted this concern from stakeholders. On March 11, 2020, Energy 
Division issued a letter urging IOUs to reduce complexity and time of the RFA 
process.  

Is CPUC at all interested in % abstracts shortlisted and then proposals selected? Will this 
metric and any others will be used to evaluate PA processes? 

Yes, the CPUC will be evaluating the RFA/RFP pipeline to assess the effectiveness 
of the solicitation process. 

Please let us know the process going forward. What are the next steps? Who owns the 
process? 

Regarding solicitation timelines, IOUs have published solicitation schedules for 
2020. Regarding implementing changes in the process, CPUC ED staff, 
Procurement Review Group (PRG), Independent Evaluators (IEs), and IOUs are 
taking feedback from the bidder community to determine how to best improve the 
process. 

How long does the CPUC anticipate the advice letter process to take for each program? 

According to General Order 96-B, the minimum review period for an advice letter 
is the 30 days immediately following the date of submittal. If protests are submitted, 
additional time will be necessary in the Advice Letter approval process.  
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Can you comment on the scale/level of protests you've had to process and decisions so far, 
and whether you expect formal protests in the AL contracting stage? 

The first round of Advice Letters is projected to be submitted in June 2020. While 
there may be protests, the Procurement Review Group (PRG) process is intended 
to address issues prior to final contract to minimize protests. 

For CPUC: If about $1 Billion annual rate payer PGC funding has remained the same, and 
annual IOU budgets have decreased 30% per year, where is that funding going? 

While about $1 Billion in annual funding has been pre-authorized for energy 
efficiency programs, it is the IOU budget recovery amount approved through 
annual budget advice letters that is reflected in rates. Any unspent/uncommitted 
budget left at the end of a program year, rolls into the budget for next program year 
and reduces rate collection accordingly.  

Re: RFA/RFP- People cite new solicitation process as excuse, but there have been IOU 
solicitations and PRGs in the past. What has changed? The additional IE process? 

You are correct that this is not a new process; all IOUs have contracted to third 
parties in the past, with PRGs and Independent Evaluators as part of the process 
on the supply-side procurement. The PRG members and Independent Evaluators 
for this process are specific to Energy Efficiency (as opposed to supply-side 
procurement). Whether the optimal path for launching energy efficiency 
procurement practices was to mirror the supply side model, or significantly adapt 
the supply-side processes is a continuing discussion. 

1) Which data sources (DEER or eTRM) should be used, 2) which WP approval process 
should be used (IOU or CalTF) and 3) which data compliance tools to use? 

If you are in the middle of a solicitation process, please reach out to the IOU in 
charge of that solicitation. As of today, DEER is the database of record used for 
EE program development and the IOU is the only entity that may submit 
workpapers to CPUC ED for approval (while the CalTF can be used to vet and 
refine workpapers).  

SCE shows delays of up to 2 years compared to the initial schedule. How will the CPUC 
address SCE's continued delays in the availability of new customer programs? 

CPUC has been working with utilities to finalize a public schedule for each IOU to 
meet their 25% and 40% goals in 2020. We hope that the added transparency will 
hold parties accountable. Energy Division issued a letter to service lists R.13-11-005 
and A.17-01-013, which includes solicitation schedules for the IOUs to reach their 
goals.  

How are customers better served if the process takes 10x longer, yields no results and 
produces no innovation? 

The intent of the process is to refresh the EE portfolios of the IOUs. Although 
there have been delays, the intent has not changed, and CPUC is committed to 
working toward a sustainable and effective EE landscape in CA. Ongoing 
stakeholder engagement is an essential to implementing incremental improvements 
to this process. 
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Point of theses solicitations is to provide meaningful, accessible energy-saving programs to 
ratepayers. How will we know if we've been successful in that? 

CPUC measures success in IOU EE programs by tracking kWh, kW, and Therms 
savings as well as cost effectiveness metrics. 

Is it appropriate in this forum to give 15 mins to the industry’s representatives, speaking for 
the entities to be responsible for 60% of the portfolio? 

Based on past feedback, the presentations were designed for the IOUs to give an 
update on the solicitation process. 

Independent Evaluator (IE) Responses 
What is the best process to provide feedback to IEs? 

IEs should not be receiving individual feedback from third party bidders regarding 
energy efficiency (EE) solicitations. On at least a semiannual basis, the California 
Public Utilities Commission’s (CPUC) Energy Division will hold a public workshop 
on the investor-owned utilities’ (IOUs) energy efficiency program solicitations.  
Stakeholder feedback can be directed to the IOUs and/or CPUC during these 
workshops, which the IEs attend.   

Are IE's tackling some of the earlier questions about conflict/overlap/coordination 
between SCE and SoCalGas program proposals? 

The CPUC has directed all IOUs, including SCE and SoCalGas, to collaborate on 
any statewide EE program solicitations. The assigned IE monitors the collaboration 
among contributing IOUs as it pertains to the specific statewide EE solicitations. 

Has there been any call for additions or changes to the current roster of IEs? 

The current IEs were selected by the individual IOU through a competitive 
solicitation.  There are no active solicitations for additional IEs. 

To IEs: Have you struggled as much as bidders to understand the large differences in 
templates for each IOU? Can we standardize across all IOUs in the future? 

Each IOU has the responsibility to conduct an EE program solicitation while 
assuring compliance with CPUC decisions.  The IOUs have the flexibility to use 
templates that best fit their procurement needs.  If the bidder community prefers 
greater standardization of solicitation documents, such a request and supporting 
rationale should be directed at the CPUC. 

It’s disappointing to hear that IE’s/others have raised same issues earlier, but nothing has 
happened? What confidence does market have that change will happen 

The IE and PRG are actively monitoring every aspect of each program solicitation 
from the development of solicitation materials through contract execution including 
Implementation Plan development.  Throughout each solicitation, the IE and the 
PRG make recommendations.  Many of these recommendations are adopted by the 
IOU, however, some are not.  In these instances, the IOU provides its rationale why 
the recommendation was not adopted.  Significant recommendations not adopted 
by the IOU are reported in the IE’s Semi-annual Report.  Based on this input and 
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stakeholder feedback, the CPUC may adopt additional improvements to the 
process. For example, the IOUs have created a public dynamic schedule, and have 
reported out on their bidder feedback improvements for greater transparency and 
predictability of solicitations. 

What are the ways in which the IEs have prioritized customers, particularly underserved 
customers, in the evaluation process? 

The IE monitors each solicitation to confirm the IOU is supporting the applicable 
CPUC EE policies including addressing the EE needs of the hard-to-reach 
customers (as defined by the CPUC) and those customers within disadvantaged 
communities (per CalEnviroscreen 3.0).  To this end, the PRG has developed 
guidelines for the IOUs to help support the consistent application of CPUC policies 
across all EE program solicitations. Using these guidelines, the IE reviews the 
approach, materials, scoring rubrics, contracts, and implementation plans from each 
solicitation to confirm the CPUC policy objectives are adequately addressed. The 
IE provides its feedback on the application of these policies to the IOU and the 
PRG throughout the solicitation process.  This feedback is also provided in the IE’ 
Semi-annual Reports to the CPUC which are posted publicly (via notice to 
proceeding service lists and on the CAEECC website page for EE third-party 
solicitation process). 

Questions for California Energy Commission (CEC) 
Has the CEC R&D tracked how many of its efforts have migrated into CPUC EE 
funded programs as part of the tech transfer plans? 

We view getting our technologies into CPUC's EE programs as one path to market. 
However, IOUs have informed us that this path is difficult and will take years.  As 
a result, CEC's energy efficiency R&D efforts are primarily coordinated with the 
Emerging Technologies Coordinating Council (ETCC), which is made up of SCE, 
PG&E, SDGE, SoCalGas, SMUD and LADWP. It's our understanding that the 
ETCC members may have an easier time getting technologies into CPUC EE 
funded programs. With the ETCC members, we participate in weekly/bi-weekly 
coordination meetings and we keep them informed of our research projects. For 
our R&D efforts, the electric and natural gas IOUs have provided match funding, 
been on technical advisory committee meetings, provided laboratory testing 
facilities,  and have continued to sponsor some of CEC's R&D efforts even after 
our grant agreements have ended.  For instance, an R&D project funded the testing 
of various energy efficiency measures in 4-5 existing, unoccupied homes in 
Stockton. The purpose was to measure energy savings based on simulated 
occupancy.  After our grant was over, PG&E continued with further testing of 
measures in these homes.  In another example, SCE was interested in continuing 
demand response research in an area with transmission line constraints even after 
our agreement ended.   

What metrics do EPIC grant winners need to meet? 

The technical requirements of each solicitation are unique. Some solicitations may 
require that a technology be at a certain technology readiness level (TRL) at the start 
and end of the project or achieve a certain performance or efficiency level at the 
end.  These specific requirements are contained in each solicitation. We will soon 
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require that each EPIC recipient identify the baseline performance metric and the 
target performance at the end of the agreement. Recipient performance is evaluated 
by the CEC periodically at critical project review (CPR) meetings. At these meetings, 
the CEC determines whether the project should continue to receive CEC funding, 
and if so, whether any modifications must be made to the tasks, products, schedule 
or budget.  CPR meetings provide an opportunity for frank discussions between the 
CEC and the recipient.  

Does the CEC EPIC process include a PRG that weighs in on scoring, as EE 
solicitations do? 

We do not have a Procurement Review Group that weighs in on scoring. 

for EPIC: how much performance risk do CEC put on 'grantees' compared to what EE 
programs are being asked to do? Is it reasonable to compare grants to programs? 

Research projects focus on pre-commercial technologies, so there is inherent risk 
that the technologies may not meet its performance goals at the end of the 
project.  The CEC conducts periodic CPR meetings on projects.  If the CEC staff, 
and sometimes in consultation with the technical advisory group, does not believe 
that the technology has a likelihood of meeting the stated performance goals, or if 
the project has deviated from its intended purpose, then the CEC could elect to end 
the project.  Third party EE programs are based on existing, commercial 
technologies.  Thus, it is not reasonable to compare these programs to research 
programs, where technology performance is uncertain.   

Additional Comments Submitted 
• I agree with having monthly 3P Solicitation meetings. 

• With all due respect, I disagree with the SCE comment that feedback was provided. A 15- 
minute call with a canned answer is not feedback. 

• Each month delay in contract award without existing program extensions require company 
to absorb available staff costs, reallocate staff, or to terminate staff. 

• Delaying solicitations without extending existing program offerings is akin to shutting down 
a gas plant without completing the construction of new generation. 

• I believe we are all looking for more than a place to air our grievances.  We would like to see 
changes.  The requested changes have already been made before... 

• These are excellent points by Greg! Many IDER/IDSM opportunities for customers but 
CPUC funding is so compartmentalized to EE and TRC metrics only. 

• Greg, your points are spot on. Another key issue for industry is risk, we are asked to take on 
all the risk but given no tools to quantify or manage the risk. 

• Completely agree with Greg's presentation and the totally unnecessary construct of 
procuring EE by replicating generation procurement. 

• In order to make this solicitation process more amenable, the IOUs should agree to make 
the RFP scoring criteria transparent. 
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